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For 40 years, NREL has expanded American leadership 
and prosperity through world-class research that delivers 
foundational science and innovations. The laboratory’s 
work catalyzes the development of an advanced energy 
industry, creating economic opportunity and jobs and 
enhancing U.S. energy security. NREL’s world-renowned 
researchers and facilities create insights that provide 

opportunities and reduce risk for energy companies, 
manufacturers, and consumers. Through hundreds of 
partnerships, NREL bridges the gap from concept to 
market, giving U.S. companies a competitive edge in 
growing energy markets worldwide.  NREL regularly links 
R&D with real-world applications – it’s our mission.
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Lab operating costs: $386.8M
DOE/NNSA costs: $337.5M
SPP costs (non-DOE/non-DHS): $48.7M 
DHS costs: $0.06M
SPP as % total Lab operating costs: 12.6%

Facts
Location: Golden, Colorado
Type: Single-program Laboratory
Year Founded: 1977
Director: Martin Keller
Contractor: Alliance for Sustainable Energy, LLC
Responsible Site Office: Golden Field Office

Physical Assets
628.7 acres, 60 buildings, 4 trailers (owned)  
1,081,131 GSF in buildings/trailers (owned)
Replacement plant value: $508,136,610
182,827 GSF in leased facilities

Human Capital
1,710 full-time equivalent employees (FTEs) 
6  joint appointments 
84 postdoctoral researchers 
45 undergraduate students 
42 graduate students 
21 facility users 
4 visiting scientists 

Core Capabilities
• Advanced Computer Science, 

Visualization, and Data 
• Applied Materials Science/Engineering 
• Biological and Bioprocess Engineering
• Biological Systems Science 
• Chemical Engineering 
• Chemical and Molecular Science 
• Decision Science and Analysis
• Large Scale User Facilities/Advanced 

Instrumentation
• Mechanical Design and Engineering 
• Power Systems/Electrical Engineering
• Systems Engineering and Integration 

Mission Unique Facilities
• Battery Thermal and Life Test Facility
• Controllable Grid Interface  

Test System
• Distributed Energy Resources  

Test Facility
• Energy Systems Integration Facility
• High-Flux Solar Furnace
• Integrated Biorefinery Research 

Facility
• Outdoor Test Facility
• Renewable Fuels and Lubricants 

Laboratory

• Science and Technology Facility

• Solar Energy Research Facility

• Thermal Test Facility
• Thermochemical Process 

Development Unit
• Thermochemical Users Facility
• Vehicle Testing  

and Integration Facility
• Wind Dynamometer Test Facilities
• Wind Structural Testing Laboratory
• Wind Turbine Field Test Sites
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Unique Facility
Energy Systems Integration Facility Takes on Nation’s Energy Challenges

The Energy Systems Integration Facility (ESIF) is the Nation’s premier 
facility for research, development, and demonstration of the components and 
strategies needed to optimize our energy system. Since 2013, the ESIF team 
and more than 100 industry and academic partners have tackled the Nation’s 
biggest energy challenges—how to incorporate new technologies into our 
existing infrastructure and operate a system with higher levels of variable 
supply and demand. With our partners, NREL has examined how to keep the 
lights on and the fuel flowing through extreme weather events, cyber threats, 
and aging infrastructure. Future projects include new business models, 
regulatory frameworks, and value propositions for consumers. 

Research Highlight
NREL Advancing Perovskite Solar Cells to Market 

Perovskite solar cells are an important class of photovoltaic (PV) materials 
with impressive characteristics that include high light absorption and 
efficiency, as well as low-cost, industry-scalable processing—qualities that 
make perovskites strong candidates for commercialization to U.S. companies. 
Scientists at NREL recently developed a method that could push perovskites 
even further down the path to market—a method that leads to even more 
efficient, reliable, and reproducible solar cells. In the past year, researchers 
established a perovskite road map from science to processing/manufacturing; 
NREL has improved stability and demonstrated efficient mini-modules. 
NREL continues to build on its perovskite leadership (it’s the No. 1-cited U.S. 
institution) by expanding collaborations with other world leaders  
in this area. 

Technology to Market Highlight
Partnership with Raytheon Strengthens Military, National Security 

NREL’s partnerships enhance U.S. infrastructure and strengthen our national 
security. Raytheon and NREL validated an advanced microgrid system for 
installation at U.S. Marine Corps Air Station Miramar. The system maintains 
power to mission-critical facilities under many adverse conditions—including 
loss of the local power grid. The NREL team was able to demonstrate the 
actual performance of the installation and refine its operation prior to it being 
installed in the field, greatly reducing the risk of investing in the system. 
Our success earned a 2016 project-of-the-year award from the Department 
of Defense. NREL also is helping the military develop portable energy 
technologies that will save lives when American soldiers are deployed in 
unstable regions.

For additional information visit: www.nrel.gov


